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I Love Patriot Academy.
I’m always inspired by the 
caliber & quality of young 
people who are a part of 
what they’re doing.

Jeremy Boreing
FOUNDER/CEO THE DAILY WIRE



Patriot Academy has a bold mission: to equip and inspire a new 
generation of leaders to advance the cause of freedom and truth in 
government, media, entertainment, and education, as we help restore
our Constitutional Republic and the Biblical principles that cause a 
Nation to thrive. Patriot Academy has a proven track record of

excellence through a simple five-part strategy: 

Train citizens to understand and influence government policy with
a Biblical worldview

Demonstrate the principles of ethical servant leadership from the 
Founding Fathers’ perspective

Teach the political process and essential leadership skills through 
intense hands-on training

Inspire citizens to be salt and light in every area of society and culture

Equipping citizens with the tools to be force-multipliers as they in 
turn train other citizens

Mission & Purpose
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National Academy



States where
Patriot Academy is being 
held in the State Capitol

States with students
that have attended a
Patriot Academy program

The inaugural Patriot Academy occurred at the

Texas Capitol in 2003 with thirty students.

In 2013, regional Patriot Academy Capitol Boot

Camps began in the Southwest at the Arizona State

Capitol and in the Northwest at the Idaho State Capitol. 

Regional academies are now also taking place in the Southeast at the 

Florida State Capitol, the Northeast at the Delaware State Capitol, 

the Midwest at the Indiana State Capitol, and on college campuses in 

Colorado and Tennessee.

Constitution Classes and Constitutional Defense Courses are being held 

in local communities across the Nation, while thousands more are learning 

from us through online courses and radio programs.

Rapid Growth

A National Impact
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Southwest 
Academy

Northeast
Academy

Northwest
Academy
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Academy



Philosophy
Our society is woefully lacking in civic education and even a basic understanding 
of the values that made America the most successful nation in history. We teach 
our students to analyze legislation and issues through the lens of the liberty 
principles found in the Declaration of Independence. 

Process
Because our training is so much like the official proceedings, actual state 
legislators have been known to attend Patriot Academy so they can be better 
prepared for and more effective in their upcoming legislative sessions. Going far 
beyond the textbook steps for how a bill becomes a law, students learn the art 
of effective negotiation, coalition building, and public relations. Conservative 
leaders too often rely on “right makes right” and ignore the strategy and tactics 
necessary to win the day. Our system of leadership training is built upon the 
Biblical “Men of Issachar” who understood the times AND knew what to do.

Personal Skills
Knowing the right thing to do and doing it effectively are two different things. 
Our patriots are trained with the ability to win the day by understanding and 
implementing the science of persuasion and communication so they can win over 
their colleagues and the general public. The patriots are also trained in a process 
that helps them identify their passion, plan their purpose, and effectively execute 
their plan. Tapping their life’s purpose and learning to implement timeless, 
proven strategies and habits for success will give these leaders a significant 
advantage over their peers and a tactical edge over those who are seeking to 
radically transform our nation away from her original intent.

What We Instill
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Limited Government
How to have a government operating within its proper limits.

Individual Liberties
Understanding the Source of our inalienable rights.

Free Enterprise
The true meaning behind “Pursuit of Happiness”.

Timeless Truths
How to defend the things that make America strong.



The “Patriot” theme is by design.
Students learn the inspirational stories of generations of 

patriots who sacrificed so that the Torch of Freedom could 

survive. At the end of trainings, they are challenged with 

the opportunity to join previous generations of patriots

and affix their name to the Declaration of Independence

beneath the names of Adams,

Jefferson, and the other Signers.

A Sense of Duty
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Co-founded a youth political group
Served as Deputy Press Secretary on a presidential campaign
Served as National Director of “Vote Under God”
Served as Chief Communications Officer at First Liberty Institute

Trained thousands of conservative activists & candidates
Ran multiple “get-out-the-vote” operations
Regional Director in Senate campaign / Founded a Super PAC
Runs several companies that focus on electing conservatives

Member of the SC House
Award for Conservative Achievement 2015
Award for Conservative Excellence 2016

Producer of the Ben Shapiro Show
Production Assistant at PragerU
Patriot Academy Governor 2017 and student 2015 – 2017
Directly impacting the media and entertainment culture

Texas State Senator 2015 – Present
Alumni of the inaugural Patriot Academy Citizen Track
US Air Force and aerospace industry veteran
Patriotic servant and consummate defender of liberty!

Kassie Dulin

Raz Shafer

Jonathan Hill

Colton Haas

Senator Bob Hall

The alumni that are trained at Patriot Academy are not your “average” 
citizens. No matter the career or position they find themselves in,
the leaders that have experienced Patriot Academy take the skills they 
have learned & put them to use in making a difference.
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Where Are They Now?



Ohio State Representative
Attended Patriot Academy in 2014
Named to Forbes’ 30 Under 30 list for Law & Policy
26-year old conservative woman who’s taking a stand

Juan: Senior Advisor, Regional/International Affairs for AZ Gov.
Laura: Dir, Membership/Dev., AZ Chamber of Commerce
Power couple directly impacting government and business sectors
Juan is a leading 2022 candidate for the United States Congress

A true citizen legislator and business owner, Lauren says Patriot 
Academy’s Constitution Courses have tremendously helped her 
navigate Congress and work to restore constitutional limitations. She 
has quickly become one of the most influential voices in America.

From Superbowl Champ to non-profit philanthropy to service in 
Congress, Burgess exemplifies servant leadership. He is a consistent 
voice of truth regarding America’s amazing story and often quotes 
from the Patriot Academy Constitution Course materials. He is part 
of a new generation of Constitutional leaders grounded in Biblical and 
Constitutional principles.

Jena Powell

Juan & Laura Ciscomani

Congresswoman Lauren Boebert

Congressman Burgess Owens

Hundreds of thousands of Patriots have graduated from the Patriot 
Academy Constitution Courses. Countless numbers of these graduates 
have gone on to serve on the city council, school board, county 
commissioner’s court, sheriff, and many other local and statewide
offices as well as the United States Congress.
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Where Are They Now?

Constitution Alive
Graduates
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Patriot Academy is equipping students with all the skills they need 

to lead the change. One of the ways we do that is through intense 

training from the nation’s top Constitutional experts, world-class 

communication trainers, and past & present legislators. 

Our Speakers

Recent speakers include:
Ben Shapiro

Allie Stuckey

Michael Knowles

Andrew Klavan

David Barton

Dennis Prager

Nick Adams

Matt Walsh

Dinesh D’Souza

Voddie Baucham

Jeremy Boreing

Tim Barton



What Students
Are Saying

Patriot Academy has
gotten me more involved
in making a difference
and has changed my 
lifestyle as a whole.

Patriot Academy was 
amazing! I loved learning 
the legislative process, the 
floor time was incredible.  
Just all around fun!

Patriot Academy taught me 
skills which I used to move 
forward in my career & gave 
me friends & mentors who 
still invest in me today!
I love this program!

Braden Roehling
PATRIOT ACADEMY ALUMNUS

Tamara Staats
PATRIOT ACADEMY ALUMNUS

Elizabeth Harris
PATRIOT ACADEMY ALUMNUS
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Constitution & Biblical Citizenship 
Classes in Every American Community

My wife and I have been blessed to teach this class three times at 
our home church in Lancaster, NY. People are shocked to hear the 
statistics that you and Mr. Barton share during the dialog. They are 
surprised at how faithful and Godly many of the founders were, as 
they were not taught that in public school. Overall I love the class 
and the structure. The inclusion of the “Constitution Made Easy”
is great, and I make it a prerequisite before our first meeting.

David Casey

Over 10,000 coaches
across America

Coaches in all 50 states

Thousands of classes
taking place each year

Over 200,000 graduates
so far

Constitution Coaches

ConstitutionCoach.com
Are you ready?  Sign up today at
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A Unique Combination of 
Intellectual and Physical Training 
You Can’t Find Anywhere Else!

I’m a 60-year old retired grandmother, never touched a gun 
before… the instructors are amazing… by the end of the week 
I’m super confident that I can go home and handle a gun safely.

Susie

The best handgun defense training by day and the most 
entertaining Constitution training by night!

PatriotAcademy.com/defense

Constitutional Defense

Every American who can should take
a course at Front Sight. I can attest to 
the excellence of Front Sight. 

Dennis Prager
PRAGERU

Register online
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This training is more 
important than ever.

– Matt Walsh
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Campaign Coach

Our goal is to train 10,000 local candidates to run 
for school board, city council, and other local offices. 
Hundreds have already taken this new 2021 course and 
many have already been elected to local office in recent 
elections. The online course includes 8 modules walking 
candidates through the strategies necessary to WIN!

Taught by Rick Green, Raz Shafer, & 
Luke Macias, this course is a must 
for any and all considering throwing 
their hat into the political arena. A 
comprehensive companion workbook 
is included along with many fabulous 
tips and templates to prepare 
candidates to run and win!



Our entertaining & educational books, videos, e-courses,
and other tools will equip and inspire you to take action
that leaves a Legacy of Liberty.  PatriotAcademy.com/store

Pass on the Torch

PatriotAcademy.com/store

Join David Barton and Rick Green, Constitutional experts and 
advocates for the original intent of our founding documents,
in this one-of-a-kind course on the meaning and purpose of the 
Constitution! You’ll go article-by-article through the Constitution 
and the Bill of Rights, and learn about executive orders, recess 
appointments, the Electoral College, the powers of Congress
and the President, freedom of religion, and much more.

Purchase your copy today!

Constitution
Alive!
A Citizen’s Guide
to the Constitution
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The campus will bring history to life as 
patriots are trained to be the catalyst for 
restoring Biblical values and Constitutional 
principles in their communities.

Where patriots become
champions of liberty.
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A Note From Rick

Liberty-loving Americans see the rubble of the culture crumbling 

around them and wonder what they can do. We at Patriot Academy 

know what to do and we’re doing it. We’re picking up the pieces 

and rebuilding on a solid foundation and it begins in the heart of 

Texas with the Patriot Academy Campus. Patriots of all ages will 

be trained in Biblical Worldview, Constitutional foundations, and 

communication skills to defeat the onslaught of propaganda from

the left. This is where we draw the line in the sand and begin the hard 

work of quite literally restoring the republic.

Sincerely,

Rick Green
Founder, Patriot Academy
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Somber Stats
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70% of Millennials
say they are likely to vote socialist*

 
More than 1/3rd
of Americans aged 19 to 56
believe individual ownership of property 
facilitates economic injustice**

 
Less than 10%
of Americans possess a Biblical worldview**

40% of Americans
have a favorable view of socialism,
up from 36% in 2019.
Socialist sentiment is increasing
among younger generations
with Gen Z’s favorability at 49%,
up from 40% in 2019.***

30% of Gen Z
has a favorable view of Marxism***

*YouGov: US Attitudes Toward Socialism, Communism, & Collectivism Poll;
                      conducted September 2019; 2100 Americans
** Source: American Worldview Inventory 2021, Cultural Research Center
                      at Arizona Christian University; conducted February 2021, N=2,000 adults 18+.
***YouGov: US Attitudes Toward Socialism, Communism, & Collectivism Poll;
                          conducted September 2020; 2100 Americans



Step Back in Time...

Constitution Coaches 

receive their training 

in an exact replica of 

Independence Hall

where both the

Constitution and 

Declaration were

created and signed.

These Coaches take that 

training back home to their 

communities and states, 

lighting brushfires of liberty 

across the Nation.

To Prepare
for the
Future
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From Training Youth…

1-Year Patriot Institute Includes 
Dorms & Active Campus Life

Welcome Center includes
interior replica of U.S. Capitol Rotunda
as well as legislative halls for training
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Mock-up of The Lexington Green

On-site housing for weekend 
trainees and supporters

…To Legacy Patriots
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There are many opportunities for sponsorships of 
bricks with your family’s name, statues, paintings, 
and more. Leave a legacy of liberty. 

PatriotAcademy.com/Campus



Attend Patriot Academy
 
Patriot Academies take place across the country. Whether you

are a student 16-25 years old, a Military Veteran, or a citizen over

25 years old, attending Patriot Academy will change your life!

Include Patriot Academy
in Your Charitable Giving
Looking for a tangible way to make a difference in the future of our 

country? Every dollar goes toward equipping the next generations of 

leaders! Just go to PatriotAcademy.com for more information.

Spread the Word
There are leaders in your community 

that are looking for an opportunity

to learn the skills they need.

Tell them about Patriot Academy!

You Can Help!
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Impact Report

PatriotAcademy.com
Donate to Patriot Academy!

Patriot Academy is training the special forces
that are restoring the Republic.

Constitution
Course
Graduates

Constitution
Classes
Nationwide

Constitutional
Defense
Graduates

Alumni Serving
in State Legislatures, Governor,
and Federal Congress Staffs,
Policy and Advocacy Orgs
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Freedom is never more than one 
generation away from extinction. 
We didn't pass it to our children in 
the bloodstream. It must be fought 
for, protected, and handed on for 
them to do the same.
Ronald Reagan
40TH PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES


